Command Platform Overview

All-in-one cloud-based management software for Verkada security cameras

Command, Verkada’s cloud-based management software, is designed to deliver simple access and management for all cameras and users across all sites from virtually anywhere in the world. From Command, users can set up new cameras, create new sites, manage settings, access live and archived footage, manage users, and access the advanced features powered by Verkada’s edge-based analytics.

**Key Features**

- View and manage video from any device (desktop, smartphone, tablet)
- No 3rd party plugins, thick clients, or downloads required
- Encryption in transit and at rest
- No port-forwarding or VPNs
- Detailed user access and audit logs
- Live Link sharing
- Unlimited cloud archiving with footage exports in MP4 format
- Alerts for offline cameras, tampering, and motion detection

**Remote Access**

- Access from any device (desktops, smartphones, tablets)
- Native apps for iOS and Android, Apple TV, and Verkada’s VX51 Viewing Station

**User Permissions & Account Security**

- SAML/OAuth support for single sign-on
- 2-factor authentication
- User permissions can be controlled at camera, site and organization levels

**Powerful Edge-Based Analytics**

- Search footage by date, time, and motion
- Access People and Vehicle Analytics to simplify investigations

**Archiving and Sharing**

- Command licenses include unlimited cloud archiving
- Easily export any footage in a shareable MP4 format
- Create and share Live Links with first responders
Verkada’s People Analytics

Simplify and speed up investigations with intelligent people and face detection

Available across Verkada’s Dome and Mini Series, People Analytics combines intelligent edge-based video processing with computer vision in the cloud to give users high-quality images of all individuals identified in the scene. With Verkada’s centralized management platform, customers can filter people by various attributes, including date, time, appearance, clothing color, backpack detection, and facial matches.

Bring Intelligence to Investigations

Person History

- Browse through high-resolution snapshots of people detected in frame
- Save snapshots or easily access associated full-res video

Face Search

- Quickly search for matching people by selecting an existing face from your organization or by uploading an image

Cross-Camera Tracking

- Easily find potential suspects or people of interest across all cameras deployed across all sites
- Create and export playback of multiple angles of a person to quickly provide evidence

Attribute Filters

- Filter based on a range of attributes, including clothing color, gender appearance, and facial matches.

Investigate Anywhere

- People Analytics is available from any device and can be accessed from virtually anywhere in the world
With Verkada’s Dome Series, customers have access to Vehicle Analytics — a powerful edge-based feature that gives users high-quality images of all vehicles identified in the scene. With Verkada’s centralized management platform, customers can filter vehicles by date, time, vehicle make, color, and body type.

### Find and Filter Vehicles with Ease

#### Attribute Filters

- Filter based on a range of attributes, including vehicle color, make, and body type.

#### Vehicle History

- Browse through high-resolution snapshots of vehicles detected in frame
- Save snapshots or easily access associated full-res video

#### Cross-Camera Tracking

- Easily find similar vehicles of interest across all cameras deployed across all sites
- Create and export playback of multiple angles of a vehicle to quickly provide evidence

#### Investigate Anywhere

- Vehicle Analytics is available from any device and can be accessed from virtually anywhere in the world